
Preventing Wildlife Collisions

SLOW DOWN

    Reduce speed - even on straight, dry roads
    Speed increases collision impact, extends  
    the distance needed to stop, and reduces 
    steering ability

BE VIGILANT
    Be especially vigilant during dusk & dawn
    Pay attention to wildlife warning signs

WATCH FOR WILDLIFE

    Always actively watch for wildlife on or near 
    the roadside 
    Watch for: 
          movement - on or alongside the road 
          shining eyes - headlights may reflect 
          off animals’ eyes 
           vegetation or piled snowbanks 
          alongside the road which may block 
          animals from view 
            oncoming vehicles flashing headlights 
          to warn of wildlife on the road ahead
          if you see one animal, watch for more 
          following

BE PREPARED

    Keep your vehicle in good working 
    condition; keep lights, mirrors, and 
    windows clean
    Mentally prepare for what to do if an animal 
    enters the road:
          brake
          honk your horn or flash your lights to try  
          and scare them off the road
          avoid swerving, unless it is a very  
          large animal such as a moose

If a Collision Occurs

Pull off the road if safe
to do so and turn on 
hazard lights. 

If there are human injuries, significant 
vehicle damage, or the animal is not safe 
for you to move and presents an urgent 
road safety issue, call the RCMP or 911.

If the animal is injured, stay away and 
call the Conservation Officer Service: 
1-877-952-7277. 

If safe to do so, move dead animals off 
the road, so they do not present a hazard 
to other drivers.

Report carcases to highway maintenance 
contractors. Use the Drive BC ‘Report a 
Problem’ feature or scan the QR code for  
contact information:

Inspect your vehicle to see if it is safe to 
continue driving. Report vehicle damage 
to your insurance company.
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Keep this in your glove compartment
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